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In this paper, we study some open questions presented by Naimpally 
and Singh [2] and prove the convergence theorems of the sequence of 
Ishikawa iterates for quasi-contractive and Lipschitzian hemicontractive 
mappings. 
Let C be a nonempty subset of a normed linear space. 
(I) A mapping T: C --f C is called pseuducontractiue if 
ll~~-~Y/12~Il~-~l12+Il~~-~~~-~4’-~Y~I12 vx, y E c. 
(II) A mapping T: C -+ C is called hemicontractive if 
I/Tx-pl12d Ilx--p112+ J/x- TxIJ2 Vx E C, Vp E F( T) 
(F(T) denotes the fixed point set of T). 
(III) A mapping T: C -+ C is called quasi-contractive if for some con- 
stant k, O<k< 1, 
IITx- Qll dkmax{!lx-Al, lb- Txll, lly- Tyll, lb- TM lly- Txll) 
vu, .y E c. 
(The above definitions can be found in [2].) 
For each x0 E C, the iteration sequence {x,};= 0 is called an Ishikawa 
scheme if 
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and GL>~ ULJ satisfy (1) 0 < CI,, < fl, < 1, (2) lim, j cc: /I, = 0, and 
(3) C,“=, c(,/I,, = co. (See the definitions in [l, 23.) 
Ishikawa [l] defined the above iteration scheme and proved that a 
sequence of Ishikawa iterates for a Lipschitzian pseudo-contractive map- 
ping in a convex compact subset of Hilbert space converges to a fixed point 
of this mapping. After this, Rhoades [3] also gave some convergence 
theorems of the sequences of Ishikawa iterates for the continuous self-map- 
pings of the closed unit interval and for quasi-nonexpansive mappings of 
the Banach space, removing the restriction CI, d fi,. He has proved that if 
the sequence of Ishikawa iterates for a quasi-contractive mapping of a 
Banach space is convergent, then it must converge to the unique fixed 
point of this mapping. At the same time, he put forth the following two 
questions: 
(1) Can the Ishikawa iteration procedures be extended to a class of 
functions larger than Lipschitzian pseudocontractive mappings? 
(2) Can Ishikawa iteration procedures be extended to quasi-contrac- 
tive mappings? 
Afterward, Naimpally and Singh [2] studied the sequence of Ishikawa 
iterates, removing the restriction m,, Q /?,, too. They extended some of 
Rhoades’ results, and again put forth the above two questions. 
In this paper, we shall prove that the Ishikawa iteration procedures can 
be extended to continuous quasi-contractive and Lipschitzian hemicontrac- 
tive mappings if they satisfy (l), (2) and (3). 
THEOREM 1. Let C be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space and 
T: C + C a continuous quasi-contractive mapping. Then, for each x0 E C, the 
sequence of Ishikawa iterates { x,,}F= O converges to a fixed point of T. 
THEOREM 2. Let C be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space and 
T: C + C a Lipschitzian hemicontractive mapping. Then, for each x,, E C, the 
sequence of Ishikawa iterates {x,,}~=~ converges to a fixed point of T. 
In order to prove above theorems, we shall first prove the following two 
lemmata. 
LEMMA 1. Let C be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space, 
T: C + C a hemicontractive mapping with F(T) nonempty and {x,,};=~ a 
sequence of Ishikawa iterates. Then, 
Ilx n+1-~II~dIl~,-~ll~-~nPnC~~-~P~)ll~n-~~~ll~-II~~n-~~nlI~1 
Vp E F(T). 
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ProoJ Since C is a subset of a Hilbert space, it follows that for 
x, y, z E C and for a real number A, we have 
Thus, using the definition of the sequence of Ishikawa iterates and (1 ), we 
have 
IIX n+I-PI12=ll~~-~,~~,+~,T~,~-PI12 
=~nllTYn-Pl12+u -~,wrPl12--C1,u -%IITWXnl12. 
(2) 
On the other hand, T is hemicontractive, so that 
IITY,-PII~~ IIY,,-PII~+ Il~n-T~‘nll~. (3) 
Since 
IIY,~-PII~= llB,Tx,+(l-P,)x,,-pll’ 
=B,IIT~~-P~~~+~~-~P,,~~~~,-P~~~-P,~~ -P,JITxn-x,zI/’ (4) 
and 
IITx,,-~ll~6 Ilx,-~Il~+ lb,,- Tx,l12 (5) 
introducing (5) into (4), we have 
IIY~-PII~G lb-~II~+Ptllx,- Tx,l12. (6) 
On the other hand, since 
Ilyn- TM12= llB,Tx,+(l -Bn)xn- Ty,,l12 
=P,IlTx,- TY,II~+U -PAX,- Tynl12 
-8,(1 -Bn)llTx,-x,l12 (7) 
introducing (6) and (7) into (3), we have 
llT~~-~ll~~ll~n-~ll~+P~llT~~-T~nll~+(1-~~)~~~,-T~~))~ 
- PA1 - W,Jll~~, - Tx,l12. (8) 
Introducing (8) into (2), then we have 
IIX n+1-~ll~~ll~n-~II~-~,P~(~-2P~)llx,-Tx,/l~ 
+~nBnIITx,- Tynl12-~n(Bn-~n)llx,- Tynl12. (9) 
409/124/l-l I 
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Using the fact that -!x,(/3,--a,)lJx,,-- TynJ12 ~0, we have 
II&l+ 1 -PII*< Ilxn-Pl12-%Bnc(1 -W,)/lx,- Txnll’- II%z- Tynl121. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1 
LEMMA 2. Let C he a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space, and 
T: C + C a continuous hemicontractive with F(T) nonempty. Let { xn}zz, be 
a sequence of Ishikawa iterates. Then, 
lim inf 11x, - TX,)/’ = 0. 
n + x 
Proof If not, there exists an q, > 0 and a natural number N, such that 
when n>N,, 
/Ix,,- Tx,l12>~o. (10) 
It follows from Lemma 1 that 
lb ,,+I -Pl12G Ilx,-~ll~-dL[U -2P,)llx,- Tx,ll*- I/TX,- TY,II~I. 
(11) 
Let u,=(l -2~,)IIx,-Tx,l~2-IITx,-Ty,/12; thus, 
lb n+l -Pl12G IIXn-Pl12-%13n~n. 
Then, c~P,%6 l/xn-~l12- lIxn+, -PII*. 
Thus, 
(12) 
%PkUkG IIx,-Pl12- llKn+rPI12. (13) 
n 
On the other hand, it follows from the compactness of C and the con- 
tinuity of T that T must be uniformly continuous. Since 1(x, - y,I) 2 = I/x, - 
p, TX, - (1 - /?,,) x,II * < p:lI TX, - x,1) *, from the compactness of C and 
lim, 4 m j, =O, there exists a natural number N, > N, such that when 
n>N2, 
IITxn- Ty,112+-. (14) 
And since lim, _ m 8, = 0, using (lo), there exists a natural number N, > N2 
such that when n 3 N,, 
(1 -2~Jl~x,-Tx~l12>$ (15) 
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It follows from (14) and (15) that when n >N, 
(16) 
Using (13) and (16), we have 
(17) 
It follows from the compactness of C that the right side of (17) is boun- 
ded. But, from (3) the left side of (17) is unbounded, a contradiction. 
Therefore 
lim inf 11x, - Tx,/I’ = 0. 
11 - z-2 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Proof qf Theorem 1. It follows from the conclusion of Rhoades [4] 
that a quasi-contractive mapping has a unique fixed point p E C. Since T is 
quasi-contractive, there must exist a constant k, 0 <k < 1, such that for 
each x E C and p E F( T), we have 
IITx-PI12= IITX- TPl12 
dk2 max{ll=pll*, II= WI*, lip- Tpl12, lb- Tpll*, /(TX-PII’) 
=k2max{IIx-p112, Ilx-Txli*, IITx-pII*}. (18) 
From (18), ((Tx-pp((2dk2(Ix-p((2+k2~~x- Tx((*d (lx-p((*+ (lx- Tx((*. 
Thus T is hemicontractive. Using Lemma 2, 
lim inf 11x, - Tx,ll’ = 0. 
I, - ix’ 
Thus, there exists a subsequence {x~,}~=~ of {x~}~=~ such that 
lim 1) xnk - TX,, )I ’ = 0. (19) 
k-x 
On the other hand, it follows from the compactness of C that there exists 
a subsequence {x~,):=~ of { x,,,}F= 0 which is convergent. Let 
lim x,“, = p. (20) m-m 
Using (19), (20) and the continuity of T, II@- Tpll =O, that is, p is a fixed 
point of T. And from the uniqueness of fixed point of T, we have p =p. 
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Thus, there exists subsequence {x,,}~=~ of {x~}~=~ which converges to 
the fixed point of T. 
We shall now prove that lim,, o. x,=p. Let E,={~ENIu,<O} and 
E,= {n~Nlu,>O}. If nEEz then, from (12), 
IIX n+l -PII Ilx,-Pl12--c(,Bn%r~ lIxn-Pl12. 
If E, is finite then there exists a natural number m such that 12 EE, for 
n>N, and therefore IIxn+, -pII’d /I~,,--pl/~. Since there exists a sub- 
sequence of (x~};=~ which converges to p, {x~};=~ must converge to p. 
Suppose that E, is infinite and denote its members by {Ek}. We shall 
first prove that lim,, _ x x,, = p. If it does not, there must exist an E0 > 0 
and a subsequence {ti,}zzO of jfik}p=O such that 
II&i, -PIl 3 EO. (21) 
On the other hand, it follows from the compactness of C that there must 
exist a convergent subsequence {x,},oC=, of {x~,}:=~. 
Let 
lim x,,=q. 
/‘J; (22) 
(1 - V,,hi, - Ri,ll 2 - II TX,, - 0,,112 6 0. (23) 
Thus, using lim,, ocI x,, = q, lim,, co /I,, = 0, lim,, m llxn, -Y,J = 0, and the 
uniform continuity of T, and taking the limit on the right and left sides of 
(23) as I+ 00, we have l/q- Tqll’<O, that is, q is a fixed point of T. Since 
the fixed point of T is unique, q =p. Thus, it follows from (22) that there 
exists a subsequence of { xn, > H: = o which converges to p, contradicting (21). 
Therefore, we must have 
lim x,, =p(ti, E E,). (24) 
tik - cc 
For arbitrary E > 0, using lim, _ oc 11x,, - y,(l r 0 and the uniform con: 
tinuity of T, there must exist a natural number m such that, for each n > N 
we have 
IITxn- Snll’-+ (25) 
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On the other hand, it follows from (24) that there exists a natural 
number k0 such that for k > k,, 
lb,,-PII’<; (fi,c EE, 1. 6’6) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that fi,, 2 :. We shall now 
prove by induction that 
ll-%-Pl12-= (27) 
for all n 3 Nk,,. From (26) inequality (27) is true for n = fik,. Suppose it is 
true for some n > E,,,. If n E E, then, from (11 ), (25), and (26) 
If y1 E E2 then (Ix, + , --p(12< (lx,-ppl(*<~. Therefore lim,,, x,=p. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It is very evident that F(T) is nonempty. It follows 
from Lemma 2 that for the sequence of Ishikawa iterates, 
lim inf 11x,, - TX, 11’ = 0. 
n + cc 
Thus, ‘there exists a subsequence {x~,}~=~ of {x~},“=~ such that 
lim I/x,_ - Tx,J 2 = 0. (28) m-m 
On the other hand, it follows from the compactness of C that there exists a 
convergent subsequence (xn, ) F= 0 of {x,$ } ,“= 0. Let lim, _ r*i x,, = p. Using 
(28) and the continuity of T, we have I/p- Tpl12 = 0, that is, p is a fixed 
point of T. 
On the other hand. from Lemma 1 we have 
Since T is Lipschitzian, there must exist a constant l> 0 such that 
II TX, - TY,II d Ux, -y,I/ < l~nllx, - Txnll. 
Thus we have 
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It follows from lim, _ oc /?, = 0 that there exists a natural number N such 
that when n > N. we have 
-r&&(1-2&-Pp;)<o. 
Hence, when n > N, we must have 11x,, +1 --pII ’ < 11x, - pII 2. Since there 
exists a subsequence of {x~};=~ which converges to p, we have 
lim x, =p. 
n-cc 
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